2003 ford taurus electrical problems

Table 1 shows 18 common electrical system related problems of the Ford Taurus. The number
one most common problem is related to the electrical system 57 problems. The second most
common problem is related to the dash wiring eight problems. My interior light stays on while
I'm driving, and will stay on hours after the engine has stopped. Read details Doing research at
other websites this is a very common problem. Also there has been the occasional water leak
on the passenger floor board. Where is the recall. Ford Taurus car safety problem was reported
on July 01, Ford Taurus , manufactured by Ford motor company had a problem with electrical
system: ignition:anti-theft controller. Anti-theft system failing, causing vehicle to shut off while
driving. Car Problems. Table 1. Electrical System related problems of Ford Taurus. The
Electrical System problem My interior light stays on while I'm driving, and will stay on hours
after the engine has stopped. The Dash Wiring problem 03 Ford Taurus, the heat has quit
working in the car first I lost low and the next two speed controls then I lost high speed
altogether. Electrical System problems. Dash Wiring problems. Anti-theft Controller problems.
Starter problems. Ignition problems. Starter Solenoid problems. Battery problems. Instrument
Panel problems. Instrument Panel Failure problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Battery Dead
problems. Wiring problems. Software problems. Car Will Not Accelerate problems. Fuses And
Circuit Breaker problems. Dashboard Failed problems. Headlights Turn Off While Driving
problems. The Taurus fails in that respect. The Ford Taurus has major issues with the
transmission failing. Not good. Adding insult to injury, the Taurus also has a huge problem with
coil springs breaking which can puncture or even shred tires while driving. Tell that to all the
owners who had close calls Car will stall or hesitate. Have had it scoped 4 times engine and
electrically. Can't find anything. We've done a tune up coil pack diode in alternator checked.
New fuel filter. May go for days and no problem, then all of sudden stalls have to pull off road
lights all come on but will restart. We even went to ford dealer and they said why waste time
scoping it again. Afraid to drive interstate at this point. Has anyone had similar problem please
reply. We are at a stand still and don't know how to proceed in correcting this. I bought this car
1 year ago from an estate, the driver was an older lady and in 10 years only put 72, miles on the
car. Starting 2 months ago my radio started cutting out, I thought there was a short in the stereo
and was going to take it to a car audio place but I was sitting at a light one morning less than 2
miles from the house and I lost all power and the car stalled. I turned it off then back on and it
was fine. Less then a week later the same thing except the radio got staticy sitting at a red light
and the speedometer was jumping between mph. Once the light turned red I stepped on the gas
it jerked for a second then the radio came back, the speedometer went back to normal and away
I went. I did research and what I saw pointed to the VSS vehicle speed sensor so we replaced
that and it changed nothing. After this happening 3 more times losing power stalling and
stepping on the gas and all power coming back I went to a Ford dealer in Columbus and
explained what was going on and the guy said "Gee, that's really weird, never heard of that
before but we can look at it in a month" Called another dealer in Dublin and they said if I could
leave it they would work it in. They had the car for a week and could never get it to do it for them
so here I am 3 weeks later and still having this problem. They said they had never heard of it
either so how is it that this seems to be a common problem Ford had "never heard of"? I'm
afraid this car is going to kill me and my son. Driving down the road and it just shuts off. The
other day the remote door locks wouldn't work and the car wouldn't start, then after a few
minutes it started. Any ideas??? I have replaced 3 alternators and the battery since buying the
car used in I am tired of replacing alternators. I will just be driving along and the car will stall
and die. I would come back the next day to it and it would start up as if nothing was wrong. I
kept putting it off since it would start again. One month later now and it died again, except this
time it didn't start the next day. So again i had it towed to a mechanic, hopefully they can fix it;
because I am getting rid of this POS. My engine would also rev itself at a stoplight, and the
speed of the car would increase on its won as well. Horrible car! I really hope someone finds a
solution because I think the car is a lemon for sure! I am so sick and tired of this freakin car. I
purchased it used hoping to reduce my transportation costs. First I had a problem with the air
conditioning. Second I had a problem with the indicator lights coming on. Third was the fan belt.
Fourth after an electrical inspection and a rental vehicle I had to change the battery. But that
wasn't the problem, it was the alternator and the throttle position sensor. For 4 weeks or so the
car was running well. It then needed to be state inspected and found out that the the lower ball
joints needed to by changed and almost every Clown is St. After getting that done and verifying
that everything was great according to state standards, all the freakin indicator lights came on
and the car started loosing power. After stopping the car, I turned off the radio and the
headlights but it was still trying to cut off. I finally turned off the heater and the car resumed to
normal. I drove it around the block and then I turned it off and then on to make sure it was ok. I
went into the house and 15 minutes later I came out to the car and it wouldn't turn on. I heard

clicking which indicates the battery but I heard some other sound too You got to be kidding me!
What was weird is that when this happened before with the battery the cabin lights were very
low and the headlight were extremely low. Not this time. The lights, radio and everything
appeared to be at full power I will never buy another FORD again! While driving, my car acts like
it is going to die, but doesn't always. All the lights on the dash come on and off. When I stop the
car and take the key out of the ignition I can hear a clicking sound and when I go back later to
start it the battery is dead. Please help!! This actually started after the car was hit in an accident
in July, though the insurance co. I was told the keys on my key chain were too heavy, so I
lightened the load. Again, no one could get it to repeat the problem to get it diagnosed. On Wed.
At this point, I'm wondering if its worth it to attempt to have it fixed, which no one seems able to
do anyway, or just trade it in. It is also apparently in need of new rotors. If someone can tell me
how to fix it, I'd rather keep it. The car idles way too fast. Car will accelerate going 50 mph
without the drivers foot on the gas. Must constantly brake while driving in traffic in fear of
rear-ending the car in front. I have gone through 2 alternators, 1 transmission, and 1 battery.
Then spent It worked Ohh did I mention that the car just shuts off when traveling down the road.
Reeeaaallll safe Ford engineers. Don't worry though, if this ever happens to you just sit around
on the side of the road for about 15 - 20 minutes and try to restart the car - it sometimes works.
Put it this way Found On Road Dead is no joke, it has happened to me numerous times. Driving
to airport the thing dies on the interstate. Then starts up again. Since the problem is intermittent
we are not sure at this time if it was indeed the battery. Time will tell, but have gone thru 2
batteries and an alternator in 80, miles. Tell you anything about the electrical system? This was
an issue that I had several times with the car but only during the spring months. I had it in to a
couple of diff auto repair shops including the ford dealership and no one knew what the actual
resolution was. After several items being replaced and to no avail, it wasn't until I had to do a
tune up on the car that I had to replace the failing coil pack at 93, miles that I noticed the issue
quit happening it was a easy two min fix. I think Ford has a defect, Iv'e had the car in for service
several times. They replaced a relay this week and it is worse now. I'm bringing back to shop
tonight. Very dangerous, it happens on the highway, around town, in traffic - not good. If you
have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 9 reports new alternator
3 reports replaced the coil pack 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this Taurus problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
The Taurus fails in that respect. The Ford Taurus has major issues with the transmission failing.
Not good. Adding insult to injury, the Taurus also has a huge problem with coil springs
breaking which can puncture or even shred tires while driving. Tell that to all the owners who
had close calls So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors?
It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit
service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Add Complaint. Ford Taurus car safety problem was reported on July 01,
Ford Taurus , manufactured by Ford Motor Company had a problem with electrical system:
Ignition:anti-theft controller. Anti-theft system failing, causing vehicle to shut off while driving.
My battery light goes on a few seconds after the engine starts and I put the car in drive. The
light stays on till I turn car off. Replaced battery, replaced starter, had the alternator checked
and was told its numbers were good but no one knows why the battery light goes on. Upon
further inspection found the wires are melting because of their position on and around the
alternator. There is one, for example, that sits across on top of the alternator and appears to be
melting as the unit gets hot. Was told by several mechanics that this has been a manufacturing
problem on these cars. Ford has changed the positioning of their alternator wires on later
models. It concerns me that this can cause a fire or can affect other connected components.
The battery light refuses to turn off. After driving for awhile and the car is still in motion, the
pressing on the brake to slow down, the engine stall's out. Search CarComplaints. My car had
caught on fire and the police officer and the firemen said it was a electric fire. My car was sitting
in front of my apartment building at P. Driving 6am today both my headlights turned off while
driving. They turned back on 5 second later but that is the second time it has happened within
the last 30 days. Also dashboard lights turned off and on random times for the last year even
this morning but different time then headlight issue. For the first 6 years this car was garaged,
as soon as it was parked outside, exposed to the weather, a very bad water leak appeared. I
constantly get water on the floor of the passenger side. This leak fried my blower motor,
resulting in no heat. The blower motor was replaced, but the leak is still present. Once again, I
find myself with no heat. The blower motor works, but is not getting any power to it. The resistor

has been replaced, and all fuses and relays are fine. Driving in Connecticut with no heat in the
winter is a difficult task. Riding down route at pm when the theft alarm came on and car cut off
and jerked and restarted at the time the truck almost hit me in the rear end which I could have
been killed I made to the shopping center and had it taken to my auto repair shop were it still is.
My repairman is running all kinds of test to find the problem and correct it. Ford needs to recall
the car before someone gets killed and car dealer should also be held accountable for selling a
car that is unsafe. The contact owns a Ford Taurus. The contact stated that the brake lights
failed to illuminate and the transmission would not shift out of park. The vehicle was taken to a
repair shop who replaced the brake light switch and the wire assembly. The vehicle was
repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , My
Ford Taurus accelerates by itself to mph without having to touch the accelerator note: The car
will also accelerate uphill without having to press the accelerator. Also, the cruise control light
works, but the cruise control itself is not engaging. My battery discharge light came on then the
ABS light, the brake light and others. I have taken it to a repair shop and neither he nor I can
find the battery drain. The computer doesn't show anything. At times if its raining the wipers go
as does the heat or air blower. I have also noticed the transmission not shifting correctly. My
main concern is the engine stopping or the brakes not working and I have had my wipers not
work in a rain storm. Any advice? Oct bought my Ford Taurus In November as I drove home at 3
am at 55 mph the cars dashboard lights all flashed across my dash then the headlights went out
as I pulled to the side of the road the car stalled. I sat for approx 15 restarted car and got it
home. The next morn the battery was dead. Purchased battery. Car ran fine for a year then
changed coils in October Ion November I was driving 55 mph and all of a sudden dash and
headlights went out. I was able to move the car into a driveway before gettin hit by 2 cars. Car
was towed to my house I charged battery check the alternator. Next day car was started 3 times.
The fourth time no go. Car towed to mechanic. Or shall I say dealership where car is under
warranty. They called next day to tell me it was a dead battery they have charged it for an hour. I
let the car sit there for a few days then called back, they then said my neg term to my battery
wasn't connected.. Im scared to drive it and don't want my four kids in that death trap. My
husband picked me up from school and he went in the store and the car while me and my 1 year
old were in the car started smoking like from the air conditioner part the whole front part of the
car, my husband ran out of store stating car was on fire he pulled car way from gas station, I got
out of car and got my daughter out, fire was coming out of hood and bottom of car high we
called fire department everything is on camera, than a police officer came out. The fire
department put out the fire. A water leak which dumped water onto the passenger floor board
also caused my ac blower motor to short out. I looked online and have seen several complaints
about the same problem. Blower resistor part F6dzAaa has been replaced three times in six
years. Water leaking in from cowl panel The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start. The
vehicle was towed to an authorized dealer where the ignition starter was replaced for the
second time. The original starter that was installed by the manufacturer was replaced in August
of The manufacturer was notified of the defect. The failure mileage and the VIN were
unavailable. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. The Taurus fails in that
respect. The Ford Taurus has major issues with the transmission failing. Not good. Adding
insult to injury, the Taurus also has a huge problem with coil springs breaking which can
puncture or even shred tires while driving. Tell that to all the owners who had close calls So
how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't
waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Ford Taurus. While driving 65 mph in rainy
conditions, there was excessive condensation on the windows. The air conditioner was
activated, but then suddenly failed without warning. The windshield was unable to defrost,
which resulted in reduced visibility. The driver pulled over to the side of the road and cleared off
the windows. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer and they stated that the blower
motor possibly failed due to water leakage as rust was present. The vehicle was repaired. The
failure was mileage , and current mileage was , There are serious safety issues that need to be
addressed by a recall: Water leaking through the cabin air filter area into cabin compartment
and seizing and overheating heating resistor and heater blower motor. My Ford dealer told me
there were no recalls for these problems on my car which is no longer under warranty the water
leaking through the cabin air filter area into the cabin compartment in many Taurus's have
caused their heater blower motors to bind or seize which also burns out the blower resistor. It
also eventually causes mold to form in the heater area and under the dampened carpeting. After
noting a burning smell several times in my car's cabin after starting my heater fan, my heater
defroster blower at first would not work- only to work a bit later-until it finally ceased to work

completely. On at least 3 occasions when this happened my vision while driving was severely
impeded due to the windshield fogging or icing up, as the dead blower could not defrost it.
When I pulled the heater motor and resistor out still wired I discovered the cause of the burning
smell. When I turned the ignition and fan switch on, the motor seized which caused the resistor
to overheat to the point that literally flames were shooting out of the resistor! Ford is well are of
this problem and has issued a technical service bulletin to resolve it. The heater blower motor
and resistor must be replaced along with the passenger side windshield cowl which apparently
warps from the sun and heat and an additional piece of rubber molding installed on the rain hat
over the cabin air filter. Additionally an area near the over the cabin air filter must be silicone
caulked and some foam insulation removed for proper drainage. I repeat the above are serious
safety issues that need to be addressed by a recall. I currently own a Ford Taurus sedan. Twice
in the last 2 or 3 years I noticed water on the carpet on the front passenger side of the vehicle.
Well, over the last few weeks the blower motor started acting abnormally. Finally, on February
23, , I had to take the car to a local dealer to have the blower motor, a resistor bank, a piece of
cowl top plastic and some weatherproof gasket replaced. I learned just prior to taking the
vehicle in that there was a "tsb" about this same problem for a range of vehicles built between
and I am annoyed and irritated that Ford Motor Company still can't learn how to make cars, test
them as long as they do, build them and then I experience this particular problem that they
already knew about, six years after purchasing the vehicle brand new. It was also a potential
safety hazard that the blower failed during extremely cold weather operations. I had to park the
vehicle at home because there was no heat or any way to defrost the inside of the windshield.
Search CarComplaints. Blower fan quit working on low speeds spring of Repaired July 7, by
replacing blower motor resistor. This worked for less than a month before failing again.
Determined that banging on dash would allow blower to work. After first freeze of the winter
season the blower quit and has not worked since. The car is unsafe to drive: The windows have
ice on the inside severely limiting visibility, the temperature inside the car is near ambient which is currently below freezing. I own a Ford Taurus which experienced a heater motor and
heater switch failure last year. This year I have been experiencing water in the passenger side
floor after heavy rains and have not been able to determine the cause or location of the water
entering the vehicle. This week with the torrential rains we have been experiencing, water was
found coming out of my heater motor and heater and draining onto the passenger side foot well
carpet while using my heater and defroster. Once I got home I removed the heater motor from
the air duct and approximately 8 oz. Of water poured out on the floor. I surmised the water of
this great volume was coming in through the windshield. I search the internet to see if there
were other occurrences of this situation and on you web site I found there was a compliance
recall on this issue on March 3, on vehicles built between October 29, and April 27, regarding
windshield retention requirements. I am filling this complaint on November 17, in hope other
owners will be notified of this defect s. This poses a considerable financial undertaking by the
consumer should the water infiltrate the electrical harness in the suspect vehicles and cause
consider electrical component damage within said vehicles. I feel the NHTSA should institute an
national recall on said vehicles since we are talking about a major fleet model driven vehicle as
well one the highest volume model cars driven in Ford history my the consumer in general.
Your attention to this matter is greatly appreciated. I look forward to your need response on this
damaging situation that most consumers have no knowledge of. Sincerely, J. The contact stated
that there should be a splash shield over the cabin filter, located above the heater and near the
blower fan. When it rains, water enters and shorts out the resistor or fan. As a result, power is
lost. The dealer stated that there was no recall, only service bulletin number The contact has to
purchase a splash shield, which prevents water from seeping down into the blower fan. He
stated that this was the third resistor that has been installed since June of because they
continue to short out. The failure mileage was 92, My Ford Taurus blower motor started to work
only part of the time and then eventually stopped completely. I have read many other having
this same problem. I live in northern mn where we temperatures at the end of Jan beginning of
Feb of - 40 below and highs of - 5 below. The blower is extremely important. Others that have
the same problem are being told that water is getting into the blower and destroying them time
after time. While driving 55 mph, the anti-theft warning light illuminated and the vehicle lost all
power and shut off. The vehicle was taken to the dealer three times and they replaced the
sensor again. The automatic control and powertrain control modules were replaced and a new
computer was installed; however, the failure continued. During the final time the vehicle was
taken to the dealer, they stated that an engineer would be flown in to determine the cause of the
failure. The engineer concluded that the vehicle was losing 2. Bypass wires were installed on
the vehicle in an attempt to get it to operate correctly. The vehicle was in the shop for over 30
days and is currently awaiting repairs. The failure mileage was 65, and failure mileage was 66,

Water leaks into the passenger side front floor board. Water also accumulates in the blower
motor housing, causing it and the control resistor to short out. Poor vehicle design allowed
water to leak into HVAC system causing damage to blower resistor and blower motor. The air
conditioner fan has stopped working due to a leak in a defective cowl. The contact experienced
several wiring malfunctions with the vehicle. The instrument panel lights would periodically
illuminate automatically, and the headlights were also turning on and off without activating the
light switch. The engine would also rev automatically and, when switching from park to drive,
the engine would rev again. In addition, when in park, the vehicle would shut off by itself and
have to be placed into neutral in order to be restarted. An independent mechanic could not
locate the cause of the failure. A diagnostic was also performed, but it did not produce a failure
code. The VIN was unknown. The failure mileage was 75, and current mileage was 81, When
driving my Ford Taurus wagon it stalls for only a few seconds but comes back on by itself. This
doesn't happen all the time but you never know when it will. Warranty already expired. Severe
stalling problems. Also, before each stalling incident the dashboard lights will flash on and off,
and the speedometer and tachometer will fluctuate. These problems occur when the auto is at
driving speed or at idle. The most severe incident occurred when I was driving at approximately
50 mph. The dashboard lights flashed and the engine died. I have taken the auto to the Ford
dealership in norman, ok. They have not been able to diagnose the problem. Same as complaint
no. It hesitates or stalls with no notice other than all the dash lights coming on for a few
seconds. Then, there is a loss of power. Happens when car is in motion and at intersections.
Car can be going 60 mph or can be at a stoplight. Has been on flight recorder and computer, but
no codes. Different fixes have been tried by Ford, but so far nothing has worked for very long.
Had both cars in shop again this month for the problem. No one is able to identify the specific
problem, so the trial and error method has been for the most recent stays in the shop. Left one
of the vehicles at Ford for about a week earlier this month. The other was in on and off 2 or 3
times this month. The hesitation and stalling and repeated repair attempts have been going on
for awhile because we were told the problem was fixed or could be fixed, but now it is very
unlikely with two cars having the same problem and yet to be fixed. Vehicle hesitates or stalls
out while in motion. All the dash lights come and then there is a sudden loss of electric power.
Have two of the same vehicle and have the problem with both. Ford has tried to correct this but
all attempts have failed. Both cars are still under warranty and have about miles. The cars have
been driven with recorders and computer but no codes come up. Sometimes they stall while
driving and sometimes while at a light. The worst is when the lights all come on and they
hesitate while moving at 65 mph with an eight wheeler or SUV right behind. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended
warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles
with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Ford Taurus
problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See most expensive repairs Worried about
potential repair costs? Chart based on 28 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs
made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Replaced
battery, alternator and starter. Repair quote was over a thousand dollars, I decided to live with
it. Now have new one to install. Will be going to salvage yard for actuater moduals etc. Did not
have to recharge since I didn't remove the compressor. No windows working, no radio, no
power door locks and power trunk. The car would start but no directional lights. Finally car
would not start. Synchronizer and sensor assembly replaced. Replaced by dealer. Replaced
starter. Shop replaced starter and had to replace it again within one week, bad from supplier.
Battery and alternator checked out OK at parts store test. Starter replaced. Oil and filter change,
tire rotation. See TrueDelta's information for all Sedans. See TrueDelta's information for all Ford
models. Leak in AC hose resulting in poor AC performance. Replaced broken AC clutch.
Alternator replaced. Approx: Starter went out. Starting car was labored and failed on one
occasion. The Taurus fails in that respect. The Ford Taurus has major issues with the
transmission failing. Not good. Adding insult to injury, the Taurus also has a huge problem with
coil springs breaking which can puncture or even shred tires while driving. Tell that to all the
owners who had close calls So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any
duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. When someone was going to do
something about the stalling problems while driving Ford Taurus. Sometimes it wasd at a stop,
but it also happened at highway speeds. It choked out, the gauges went haywire, and it stalled.
Thiswas something I found on blogs was a common complaint by Taurus owners. It was a
distraction that could cause an accident at highway speeds. It was scary when it happened. The
contact owns a Ford Taurus. The contact stated that the windshield defroster must be powered

on and off in order for it to operate. The contact was unable to retrieve air or heat inside the
vehicle. The weather conditions were rainy. The manufacturer advised the contact to bring the
vehicle to the dealer. The dealer stated that the blower motor failed and contained water
damage. Ford agreed to pay for half of the repairs. The current mileage was a 16, and failure
mileage was 16, Blower motor blown issues with water leakage and a very wet and smelly car.
Search CarComplaints. Have replaced the blower motor resistors on a Ford Taurus twice paid
for twice at a Ford repair shop and it has quit again - all within a two month period. Afraid to let
them try again. Blower motor switch went out, plus water leak on passenger front side. At the
time my phone could not connect, I re-tried the phone call my phone made a clicking sound,
simultaneously my dash board blinked out and reset to all the wrong information. When I exited
the freeway I pulled over and restarted my vehicle everything reset correctly. I contacted Ford,
they said it was a voltage spike. I then talked to a good friend in the research and development
dept. At a competitor. He told me that certain types of cell phone signals will interfere with the
electronic devices in some vehicles. I think that Ford should take this a bit more seriously
because if this is a problem that this model Taurus has, it should be addressed. On , while
driving the car to work, the fan motor quit. For the next week, the motor would quit or fail to run
any time that it was raining or had rained. This effected using the defrost and the air
conditioning. After checking all fuses, I finally took the car into the dealer service department.
One of the service advisors looked at the car and asked if this was a model Taurus? He
explained about the water getting in the motor and that there was a tsb on how to fix this.
However, Ford would not cover any of the cost since there was no recall at this time. Since this
caused a electrical short and was not protected by fuses, I am surprised that there was not a
fire. The car was less than three years old but had 37, miles when the repair was completed. If
the steering wheel was in the up position, both of the signal lights work properly. If the steering
wheel was the up and standard position, the lights would malfunction. The dealership and
manufacturer have not been contacted. About four months ago the engine would completely
shut down while driving with a loss of power. This happened without warning, no previous
stalling. Once the engine died, a period of about ten minutes would pass, and then a restart
would be possible. Sometimes it would take numerous times to restart. After the first
occurrence, the consumer took the vehicle to a Ford dealer, where it was still under warranty,
and they replaced the fuel pump. The fuel pump did not correct the problem because the engine
would still die. The consumer did return to the dealer, and they performed a diagnostic test
which showed a valve assembly control failure and it was replaced. Also, they performed fuel
pump pressure test, recorder monitor road test, check of battery condition, and a replacement
of the electrical fuel pump assembly. After all of these tests and corrections, this was still a
problem. The vehicle continued to have a problem that has not been corrected. The consumer
went to the dealer six times, and has not contacted Ford manufacturer. After all of these
attempts the dealer suggested to the consumer to call NHTSA and check the lemon law. Vehicle
stalled on June 13, and all the dashboard indicator lights came on and stayed for just a couple
of seconds. This happened at least 7 times since then. The car will never completely die, it just
mad ethe consumer fell that he haad no control of vehicle. When it did die it will restart, and the
car was back to normal. Took vehicle to dealer, and they checked it out and could not find
anything wrong. Vehicle stalls and dies out at any given time. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to
explore more. Add your complaint? My interior light stays on while I'm driving, and will stay on
hours after the engine has stopped. Add Complaint. Ford Taurus car safety problem was
reported on July 01, Ford Taurus , manufactured by Ford Motor Company had a problem with
electrical system: Ignition:anti-theft controller. Anti-theft system failing, causing vehicle to shut
off while driving. My battery light goes on a few seconds after the engine starts and I put the car
in drive. The light stays on till I turn car off. Replaced battery, replaced starter, had the
alternator checked and was told its numbers were good but no one knows why the battery light
goes on. Upon further inspection found the wires are melting because of their position on and
around the alternator. There is one, for example, that sits across on top of the alternator and
appears to be melting as the unit gets hot. Was told by several mechanics that this has been a
manufacturing problem on these cars. Ford has changed the positioning of their alternator
wires on later models. It concerns me that this can cause a fire or can affect other connected
components. The battery light refuses to turn off. Brake lights came on would not turn off.
Brake switch needs to be replaced. Battery died thanks. After driving for awhile and the car is
still in motion, the pressing on the brake to slow down, the engine stall's out. My car had caught
on fire and the police officer and the firemen said it was a electric fire. My car was sitting in front
of my apartment building at P. The contact owns a Ford Taurus. While driving at any speed, the
blower motor emitted smoke from under the dashboard on the passenger side of the vehicle.

The failure recurred three times. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where it
was diagnosed that the resister blower motor was getting damaged with water from the crow
and under the air cabin filter where the installation of the cabin air filter. The technician
informed the contact that the vehicle need to be taken to a dealer to have the installation
replaced. The vehicle was repaired twice; however, the failure recurred. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Driving 6am today both my
headlights turned off while driving. They turned back on 5 second later but that is the second
time it has happened within the last 30 days. Also dashboard lights turned off and on random
times for the last year even this morning but different time then headlight issue. For the first 6
years this car was garaged, as soon as it was parked outside, exposed to the weather, a very
bad water leak appeared. I constantly get water on the floor of the passenger side. This leak
fried my blower motor, resulting in no heat. The blower motor was replaced, but the leak is still
present. Once again, I find myself with no heat. The blower motor works, but is not getting any
power to it. The resistor has been replaced, and all fuses and relays are fine. Driving in
Connecticut with no heat in the winter is a difficult task. Riding down route at pm when the theft
alarm came on and car cut off and jerked and restarted at the time the truck almost hit me in the
rear end which I could have been killed I made to the shopping center and had it taken to my
auto repair shop were it still is. My repairman is running all kinds of test to find the problem and
correct it. Ford needs to recall the car before someone gets killed and car dealer should also be
held accountable for selling a car that is unsafe. The park lamp switch seems to be failing and
intermittently will stop working causing the brake lights to fail and the vehicle to not switch out
of park. Using the VIN number the recall doesn't apply to my vehicle but obviously the recall
needs to be expanded. Your help with addressing this matter would be appreciated. The contact
stated that the brake lights failed to illuminate and the transmission would not shift out of park.
The vehicle was taken to a repair shop who replaced the brake light switch and the wire
assembly. The vehicle was repaired. My Ford Taurus accelerates by itself to mph without having
to touch the accelerator note: The car will also accelerate uphill without having to press the
accelerator. Also, the cruise control light works, but the cruise control itself is not engaging. My
battery discharge light came on then the ABS light, the brake light and others. I have taken it to
a repair shop and neither he nor I can find the battery drain. The computer doesn't show
anything. At times if its raining the wipers go as does the heat or air blower. I have also noticed
the transmission not shifting correctly. My main concern is the engine stopping or the brakes
not working and I have had my wipers not work in a rain storm. Any advice? Oct bought my
Ford Taurus In November as I drove home at 3 am at 55 mph the cars dashboard lights all
flashed across my dash then the headlights went out as I pulled to the side of the road the car
stalled. I sat for approx 15 restarted car and got it home. The next morn the battery was dead.
Purchased battery. Car ran fine for a year then changed coils in October Ion November I was
driving 55 mph and all of a sudden dash and headlights went out. I was able to move the car
into a driveway before gettin hit by 2 cars. Car was towed to my house I charged battery check
the alternator. Next day car was started 3 times. The fourth time no go. Car towed to mechanic.
Or shall I say dealership where car is under warranty. They called next day to tell me it was a
dead battery they have charged it for an hour. I let the car sit there for a few days then called
back, they then said my neg term to my battery wasn't connected.. Im scared to drive it and
don't want my four kids in that death trap. My husband picked me up from school and he went
in the store and the car while me and my 1 year old were in the car started smoki
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ng like from the air conditioner part the whole front part of the car, my husband ran out of store
stating car was on fire he pulled car way from gas station, I got out of car and got my daughter
out, fire was coming out of hood and bottom of car high we called fire department everything is
on camera, than a police officer came out. The fire department put out the fire. A water leak
which dumped water onto the passenger floor board also caused my ac blower motor to short
out. I looked online and have seen several complaints about the same problem. Blower resistor
part F6dzAaa has been replaced three times in six years. Water leaking in from cowl panel The
contact stated that the vehicle failed to start. The vehicle was towed to an authorized dealer
where the ignition starter was replaced for the second time. The original starter that was
installed by the manufacturer was replaced in August of The manufacturer was notified of the
defect. The failure mileage and the VIN were unavailable.

